
Pondrôme Castle-Farm - Beauraing, Belgium

The Pondrôme Castle-Farme is a gite located in Beauraing, in the Province of Namur. This 450m² domain with 7 
bedrooms and numerous amenities, is a typical project for a Domintell home automation installation. Indeed, being 

able to manage a house this big and ensure the comfort of twenty people simultaneously requires a centralized and 
most automated possible control.

In Beauraing, the whole castle is equipped with the Domintell system. The lighting is managed as groups depending on the 
area and it is configured to adapt its operation depending on the moment of the day. Many motion sensors also automate the 
lighting based on the passage and dimmers allow to set atmospheres in some rooms. The whole building can be monitored and 
controlled from anywhere in the castle via the Domintell Pilot application.

Essential considering the size of the site, the owner can also have an overall view of the installation through a main touchscreen. 
This gigantic vacation home is therefore easily automated and customized with the configurations made by the staff, which 
provides it a significant added value to welcome guests in ideal conditions. 

The project

Testimony
It seemed obvious to us that a site of this size should be equipped with home automation. It is 
now easier for us to adapt the operation of the castle to our vision of guest welcoming thanks to 
the Domintell technology. Especially as the configuration was very simple and intuitive. We are 
also currently building an extension, which will also be automated and linked to the main part to  
form a single installation manageable from the main screen or the Pilot application.

The owner



Installation objectives

Zoom on Bed & Breakfasts

Nowadays, more and more vacation home managers equip their building with home 
automation solutions in order to make autonomous buildings out of them. A smart gite, 
handling its operation itself, is not only another comfort of stay for the guests but also 
simplified maintenance and management for the owners. This added value is indeed 
undeniable and makes the experience unique. With the Domintell system, it is most of 
all a quick installation, even in already existing buildings, and a simple and customizable 
configuration at any time by the owners. The operation of all the equipment can even be 
monitored in real-time via the various screens, a smartphone or a tablet.
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Added value Automation Total control
Bring quality and added 
value to the gite through the 
installation of a Domintell 
home automation system.

Thanks to various sensors and 
configurations, the smart gite 
runs autonomously for an 
optimal comfort.

With the Domintell Pilot 
app, the installation 
can be controlled from 
anywhere in the castle.
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